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No plan survives contact with the enemy.No plan survives contact with the enemy.

Especially when the enemy has capabilities you didn't know about.

T'Chezz is upping the effort with the war and unleashing an unbound Demon on San Diego while Katie / PandoraT'Chezz is upping the effort with the war and unleashing an unbound Demon on San Diego while Katie / Pandora

and Calvin happen to be in town.and Calvin happen to be in town.

However, to save Calvin, Katie is going to have to divulge more abilities that could get back to Korbin.

With the special weapons taking a toll on his plans, T'Chezz finds out he isn't the only one who has new capabilities.With the special weapons taking a toll on his plans, T'Chezz finds out he isn't the only one who has new capabilities.

So, he decides to increase the burn.

Katie and Pandora are having to learn how to work together...and yet make sure that Korbin believes Katie isn't being

taken on a ride by a Demon with centuries of guile under her belt.

Join Katie and Pandora as T'Chezz starts to understand the people of Earth don't want him.Join Katie and Pandora as T'Chezz starts to understand the people of Earth don't want him.

Scroll back to the top, and click “Read for Free” or “Buy Now” and kick back for a fun supernatural action packed

adventure that will have you yelling for the good guys, and laughing at the arguments between Katie and … her.
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NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don'tNOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't

suggest reading this book.suggest reading this book.
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